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CONSULTING CASE INTERVIEW

Master Consulting Interviews from Elite Pros


10+ real-life interview cases used at the top consulting firms to help you land a role at a prestigious consulting firm and start making over $250,000/yr.
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3 Modules to Master Consulting Interviews







To make sure you are one of the 1% of consulting applicants that gets the job, this course contains 20+ lessons with detailed information about the industry, interview Q&As, and networking tips. By the end of this, you will know how to build connections and ace interviews!
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Who is this Course for?







Motivated college students and MBA students looking to break into consulting











Professionals looking to prepare for the recruiting process and transition to a career in consulting
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Key Outcomes














Master ALL of the Concepts


Consulting firms want to know that you understand the industry, that you can solve problems, and handle stress… Master all of these concepts - even if you only have a few days to prepare...






















Unlocking the Door to Consulting Success


After completing the Consulting Case Interview Course, you'll have a strong edge over other candidates in landing a position at a consulting firm






















Boost Your Confidence and Earnings Potential


Once you finish this course, you'll feel more confident in your consulting interviews, which will increase your odds of earning a higher salary
















































This course has helped our students and young professionals land and thrive at positions across all top Consulting firms, including:
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... and many more
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WHAT’S INCLUDED

A step-by-step course to help you ace you Consulting Interviews
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Module 1: Introduction and Overview


In this module, we introduce you to the various types of consulting firms and the types of cases you can expect based on the firm type. You will gain valuable insights into the industry and understand how the interview process works. 























Module 2: Foundation


In this module, we lay down the foundation by introducing you to the various frameworks to approach case studies and the logic to apply when asked to calculate metrics. We also give help you build a plan of action to tackle your interview prep.























Module 3: WSO Case Template


It's time to practice case studies using the foundations. In this module, we take you through 10+ case studies used at the top consulting firms in the world. You also get access to the flashcards module, where you can practice from 500+ questions.
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Course Bonuses

Exclusive Bonuses (Worth $1,000+) for Free
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Bonus #1: Full WSO Company Database



12 Month Access to 24,681+ interview insights, 51,233+ exclusive salary and bonus datapoints + 20,127 company reviews...
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Bonus #2: WSO Video Library



50+ hours of consulting-specific videos: webinars, sample deals, 10+ PPT & Excel Templates, 5+ Networking Templates and more...
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Bonus #3: Networking Mastery



150+ questions, 15+ hrs of tutorials, 3 proven resume templates, 14 LinkedIn templates, and Emailing and Cold Calling… Get 3x your response rate, land more interviews, and get support from consultants on the inside...
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Bonus #4: Research Specific Consulting Firms



You'll have access to over 2,037 consulting interview questions across 200+ consulting firms organized by position, so you can focus your preparation on what matters most...
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Don’t Take Our Word For It

Hear From Our Students


Wall Street Oasis has trained over 63,000 students at elite corporate and educational institutions for over a decade.
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Verified Buyer





A comprehensive interview course covering key parts of the PE interview. I particularly benefitted from the LBO modeling trainings which do a great job of walking through step-by-step how to create LBOs starting from simple models to more complex models.



A comprehensive interview course covering key parts of the PE interview. I particularly benefitted from the LBO modeling trainings which do a great job of walking through step-by-step how to create LBOs starting from simple models to more complex models.



Kyle








































































































Verified Buyer





As someone who has completed several billion worth of PE deals I found the materials to be comprehensive, professionally done, and easy to follow along for someone with even a basic understanding of accounting, finance, and Excel. Each lesson builds upo…



As someone who has completed several billion worth of PE deals I found the materials to be comprehensive, professionally done, and easy to follow along for someone with even a basic understanding of accounting, finance, and Excel. Each lesson builds upon the previous providing step by step instructions for how to build simple 3 statement models to much more complex multi-scenario models. The materials are also great for paper LBO and interview prep. Definitely worth the money.
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Verified Buyer





Amazing course that helped me land a UMM fund!



Amazing course that helped me land a UMM fund!



Redacted








































































































Verified Buyer





one of the most complete finance career related program



If you have little or no experience in constructing LBO models, this is one of the most complete finance career related program that you can opt for. The instructor left no stones unturned in teaching the fundamentals of the LBO as well as many of the assumptions and details that goes into building an LBO model. This program with its theoretical knowledge along with its real life application will potentially level you up before you apply for you dream job. Thank you WSO! Always looking forward to learn more!



Akash








































































































Verified Buyer





hands on approach to an LBO.



This was a very hands on approach to an LBO. Definitely worth it if you are planning to move to a PE role. I very much like the professional experience of the teacher and the way the course is paced is perfect for somebody who has no experience in LBOs to understand and learn all the necessary information and tips to impress your manager.



Alex








































































































Verified Buyer





Extremely thorough treatment of LBO modeling



Extremely thorough treatment of LBO modeling (contains 120 lessons, none of the lessons are fluff). I like that they added some useful tips to keep in mind when creating an LBO model in Excel. Unfortunately I am not a finance professional so I can only review this on the basis of a casual learner who was curious about finance. I am not sure how applicable it would be to real world careers but I can definitely say this is a deep introduction for further studying, at the very least.



I am not sure how it compares to other LBO courses in terms of value for money (if there are even other LBO online courses out there), but I do want to emphasize that it is an extremely dense course compared to most other online/MOOC courses so the price (probably) scales accordingly compared to standard online course prices from other services.
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Verified Buyer





Got me up to speed



As a new joiner to the PE space from strategy and audit, this course got me up to speed on all the considerations that go into modeling for LBOs. It was especially helpful due to the increased PE activity in the current market (low-interest rate, lots of distressed deals due to covid, etc). My boss was extremely happy that I hit the ground running. Thank you WSO team for making such useful courses! I've used their other courses before this and like always, I've never been disappointed.



Nabil H.
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exactly what you need to know to be successful in your PE interviews and job.



This product teaches you exactly what you need to know to be successful in your PE interviews and job.



Johnp
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Verified Buyer





Really good course made up of practical tips for interviews and also case studies taught by PE professionals



Really good course made up of practical tips for interviews and also case studies taught by PE professionals



Vito








































































































Verified Buyer





Very in-depth course that does a great job covering everything you'd need to know to feel comfortable with LBO's. Instructor was great and gave a lot of tips that I use on a daily basis.



Very in-depth course that does a great job covering everything you'd need to know to feel comfortable with LBO's. Instructor was great and gave a lot of tips that I use on a daily basis.



Matt
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fully recommend WSO LBO modelling course



As leveraged finance practitioner in BB bank can only fully recommend WSO LBO modelling course to all who needs practical experience of using leveraged finance and understanding model in detail - whether you'e at sells-de or buy-side. Course also comes at great value of money, specifically if you take is as a package with other courses. No brainer.
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Verified Buyer





Very good.



Apart from the DCF, most IBs want you to know the LBO model. LBO valuation was in all of our proposals. This course helps you with understanding the landscape and the financial modeling side of things. Very good.
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Verified Buyer





Solid course that gives a good overview for beginners on the PE/VC industry and prepares you well for interviews with the industry primers and interview question guides. The course also includes a couple of example LBO model tests that prepare you well f…



Solid course that gives a good overview for beginners on the PE/VC industry and prepares you well for interviews with the industry primers and interview question guides. The course also includes a couple of example LBO model tests that prepare you well for what to expect in a larger stage interview. All in all no regrets and would recommend to others.
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Verified Buyer





WallStreetOasis is the foundation to a successful career in high-financeWSO has reinvented the ecosystem within finance in attaining the once out of reach careers for 99% of the population. Their courses and resume services are the bedrock for those th…



WallStreetOasis is the foundation to a successful career in high-finance



WSO has reinvented the ecosystem within finance in attaining the once out of reach careers for 99% of the population. Their courses and resume services are the bedrock for those that want to succeed within the industry, and position the hungry career go-getters with their best foot forward to out-preform within a highly competitive landscape of candidates. 



Far from a gimmick, those that use the service are taken care of by the best professionals within the industry seeking to give back young professionals and provide the advice they wish they themselves had once recieved. The company goes above and beyond in supporting their customers from start-to-finish in their careers, and in every step in the navigation, of what is far from a strait-line, for its success.



I'd highly recommend the service to every college student, lateral, career changer, or those simply seeking to brush up prior to a job change. It is the grand equalizer for those looking to make a career move, and the best decision you can make for your professional growth.




WSO Monkey








































































































Verified Buyer





Excellent course with numerous tutorial videos and resources.



Excellent course with numerous tutorial videos and resources.
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Verified Buyer





I found it to be an incredibly helpful platform. It really encouraged me to spend my extra time studying for LBOs in an efficient manner.



I found it to be an incredibly helpful platform. It really encouraged me to spend my extra time studying for LBOs in an efficient manner.



Brandon
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Verified Buyer





Very, very extensive course. They cover absolutely everything in PE and they guy teaching it has experience in the space. A very credible source in a high quality course.



Very, very extensive course. They cover absolutely everything in PE and they guy teaching it has experience in the space. A very credible source in a high quality course.
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Verified Buyer





The course is straight to the point on the main topics of a LBO model. I do believe that WSO worths a lot.The teacher explain complex topics in a simple way.



The course is straight to the point on the main topics of a LBO model. I do believe that WSO worths a lot. 

The teacher explain complex topics in a simple way.



João Vitor-Morales








































































































Verified Buyer





very effective and helpful



The LBO modeling review was very effective and helpful - there are an abundance of videos to watch and take you through each step of designing an LBO. Think the one of the most beneficial pieces are the handful of case studies provided to practice after the course
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Verified Buyer





you need to practice by yourself



I Chose the modelling course because everybody knows that you don’t learn excel at school, you need to practice by yourself. The course takes you step by step from the most bac financial statement construction to detailed DCF financial modelling. Even if you don’t know anything about excel everything is very clear. I was scared that I would lack some excel proficiency when I first started my M&A internship last September but thanks to this class I was even helping my intern peers when they were struggling and impressed the analysts and associates in charge of me. Moreover, being proficient in excel modelling helped me focus on other tasks and occasionally finish sooner in the evening
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Verified Buyer





very straight forward and easy to follow!



The course is very straight forward and easy to follow! It will teach you how to construct your first LBO model and a process to be used when practicing different models. The instructor walks very thoroughly through each of the sections speaking to the implementation and background of an LBO model.



There are questions at the end of each section that could be improved upon, but it's a modeling course not exam prep so it is understanable.



Overall, I would recommend this course to someone interested in learning LBOs.
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Verified Buyer





Course helped me to land an internship at a UMM firm. Great contents, the structure is clear and I had the feeling the authors knew what they talked about.



Course helped me to land an internship at a UMM firm. Great contents, the structure is clear and I had the feeling the authors knew what they talked about.



Fabian
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Great crash course into history of PE and how PE works.Modeling practice and cases were extremely helpful.



Great crash course into history of PE and how PE works.



Modeling practice and cases were extremely helpful.



Kevin








































































































Verified Buyer





Great product - simple and straightforward. Cut to the chase so that I got exactly what I needed for the interview and could practice. The results speak for themselves - I had never done a full LBO model previously but had to do one for my interview and …



Great product - simple and straightforward. Cut to the chase so that I got exactly what I needed for the interview and could practice. The results speak for themselves - I had never done a full LBO model previously but had to do one for my interview and ended up getting the job based primarily on the WSO PE interview course. Don't sell yourself short - spend a little bit of money on a course that could change the trajectory of your career.



Karson
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very good materials



very good materials



Blanche
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Skills for a career in IB or PE



Great Way to build foundational skills for a career in IB or PE, 10/10 recommend!



FibonacciMan








































































































Verified Buyer





Good content



Good content



klant








































































































Verified Buyer





Go from beginner to a pro at Leveraged Buyout Modeling.



This guide has all you need to go from beginner to a pro at Leveraged Buyout Modeling. Really informative and easy to follow. Thanks WSO!






M&A First Year at MM
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Great resource for Private Equity recruiting.



Great resource for Private Equity recruiting.
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Helpful for PE interviews!



Helpful for PE interviews!
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Awesome course



Awesome course
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Verified Buyer





The course explained the concept very well. Extremely helpful.



The course explained the concept very well. Extremely helpful.



Robert Lee








































































































Verified Buyer





An accessible walk-through LBO modeling with industry instructors.



An accessible walk-through LBO modeling with industry instructors.



Received this as part of a bundle (fantastic value, I might add), and this was the perfect walk through for someone that knows theoretically what an LBO is, but wants a nuts and bolts perspective. Very accessible and quickly brings you up to speed. A very high yield course.
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Certificates

Get The Consulting Case Course Certification


After completing the course, all students will be granted the WSO Consulting Case Course Certification. Use this certificate as a signal to employers that you have the knowledge required to add value to your team immediately. 

Demonstrate that you have put in the work outside of university courses to make yourself more efficient and master the most critical program for success in consulting careers. Easily share to LinkedIn and other social media sites to highlight your skills and strengthen your profile as a candidate.
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Course Benefits

How much is the Consulting Case Interview Course Worth?









	What You Get

	Value


	WSO Consulting Interview Guide

180+ pages 11 proprietary McKinsey cases, full coverage of critical frameworks...

	$449


	10+ Additional Case Videos

10+ Additional video cases including 40+ hours of video, so you can watch and learn fast...

	$449


	Networking Mastery Guide

150+ questions to ask on your interviews, 14 templates for LinkedIn, Email & Cold-Calling, 3 WSO Resume Templates and more...

	$399


	Bonus 1: Full WSO Company Database Access

12 Months Access - 24,681+ interview insights, 51,233+ exclusive salary and bonus datapoints + 20,127 company reviews...

	$297


	Bonus 2: WSO Video Library

50+ hours of Consulting specific videos: webinars, sample deals, 10+ PPT & Excel Templates and more...

	$399


	Total Value

	$1,993







0
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Consider this your first investment in a long career...





After all, you've likely already spent tens of thousands of dollars on college (and perhaps tens of thousands more on an MBA)...

When you start your coveted consulting job, you'll be making well over $200,000...

...over $350,000 if you have an MBA...

And that's just the beginning of a long and very lucrative career that could easily net you millions...
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Member Benefits

How much is the WSO All Access Worth?















	What You Get

	Value


	Entry Level Interview Courses (Investment Banking + Consulting)

110+ video lessons across 13 Modules taught by a top-ranked BB investment banker + Mck consultant...

	$500


	WSO Company Database Access

Unlock 35,543+ interview questions, 53,254+ salary data points and 11,959 company reviews by firm and group

	$900


	Foundations Program (4 Courses & Certifications)

Access Excel Modeling - Powerpoint - Accounting Foundations - Analyzing Financial Reports

	$400


	Elite Modeling Program (6 Courses)

Access 3-Statement Modeling - DCF Modeling - M&A Modeling - Valuation Modeling - VBA Macros - LBO Modeling

	$500


	Advanced Interview Courses (Private Equity + Hedge Funds)

200+ Lessons - Top Megafund Instructors - 20+ Cases and Exercises

	$600


	Advanced Industry-Specific Modeling (10+ Courses)

Access Private Equity Deals Process - Investing Analysis - Venture Capital & Growth Equity - Real Estate Modeling - Oil & Gas Modeling - Advanced Accounting - Corporate Restructuring - Python Fundamentals - Applied Machine Learning Algos + more

	$1,200


	20+ Course Certifications

Each one of our 20+ courses come with a course certificate of completion that you can prominently display on your LinkedIn upon successful completion and passing the assessment.

	$700


	6 Months of FREE Access to Macabacus

Full access to this Excel plug-in that makes financial modeling even easier, including tools for PowerPoint and Word.

	$120


	24 Months of Unlimited Elite Support from Actual Finance Pros

Have a technical question? Easily drop a comment into any lesson and get a response from a pro within 48hrs.

	$300


	Total Value

	$5,220







0
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Consider this your first investment in a long career...





After all, you've likely already spent tens of thousands of dollars on college (and perhaps tens of thousands more on an MBA)...

When you start your coveted finance job, you'll be making well over $100,000...

...over $200,000 if you have an MBA...

And that's just the beginning of a long and very lucrative career that could easily net you millions...
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Even at thousands of dollars and your ROI would still be huge…





At a fraction of that price, the ROI is even better... When you do the math, it's a no brainer.

And that doesn't include the time you'd have to spend figuring all of this out and the hours of sleep these courses will save you.

Even if you used the free info online, you'd still have to find it, organize it, vet it and test it to get it to work. That would take months… and at that point, you may have missed your window.

The WSO Consulting Case Interview Course gives you everything you need to be super-efficient and get ready for your Consulting Case interview… quickly and easily.










But we're not going to charge you thousands...



$1,993






We won't even ask for half of that...



$997






Instead...
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Get Unlimited Lifetime Access To The Consulting Case Interview Course For



85% OFF




$1,993












$297






This offer (+bonuses) is limited-time only















Offer expires in:





0d
:
0h
:
0m
:
0s










Enroll Now

Enroll Now

Enroll Now

Enroll Now



















12 Month Money-Back Guarantee



Your investment is protected by our 12-Month Risk-Free Guarantee -- easily the most generous in the market.

If, for any reason (or no reason), you don't think the WSO Consulting Case Interview Course is right for you, just do the following within 365 days of your enrollment:

	Email [email protected] letting us know
	That's it!

We'll refund every penny. No questions asked. We bear the risk and will eat the transaction fees because we're that confident you'll love it.
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$297




$1,993
















Offer expires in:





0 days










Enroll Now

Enroll Now

Enroll Now

Enroll Now
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Unlimited Access To The Consulting Case Interview Course

+ the Investment Banking Interview Course, Company Database (100k+ datapoints), and much more



90% OFF




$5,220












WSO All Access



$49

per month





This offer (+bonuses) is limited-time only















Offer expires in:





0d
:
0h
:
0m
:
0s










Enroll Now
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$49

 per month



$49




$5,220






Show WSO All-Access Details






Enroll Now
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Unlimited Access To The Consulting Case Interview Course

+ the Investment Banking Interview Course, Company Database (100k+ datapoints), and much more



77% OFF




$5,220












WSO All Access



$99

per month





This offer (+bonuses) is limited-time only















Offer expires in:





0d
:
0h
:
0m
:
0s










Enroll Now
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$99

 per month



$99




$5,220






Show WSO All-Access Details






Enroll Now
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Unlimited Access To The Consulting Case Interview Course

+ the Investment Banking Interview Course, Company Database (100k+ datapoints), and much more



93% OFF




$5,220












WSO All Access



$29

per month





This offer (+bonuses) is limited-time only















Offer expires in:





0d
:
0h
:
0m
:
0s










Enroll Now
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$29

 per month



$29




$5,220






Show WSO All-Access Details






Enroll Now
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Home

	
Courses

	
Interview Prep Guides

	
Consulting Interview Course








What else is Included? Everything.


All WSO Courses, All WSO Data to Help You Gain an Edge








Annual






Monthly
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WSO All Access



$299 per month




$29 per month



Save 90%




Start now





	Elite Modeling Program (6 Courses)
	Foundations Program (4 Courses)
	Advanced Industry Modeling (10 Courses)
	20+ Course Certifications
	Entry Level Interview Courses
	Advanced Interview Courses
	Interview Database Access (32,543 Questions)
	Salary Database Access (53,254 Data Points)
	Skip WSO Academy Waitlist



Show WSO All-Access Details











WSO All Access



$299 per month


Start now





	Elite Modeling Program (6 Courses)
	Foundations Program (4 Courses)
	Advanced Industry Modeling (10 Courses)
	20+ Course Certifications
	Entry Level Interview Courses
	Advanced Interview Courses
	Interview Database Access (32,543 Questions)
	Salary Database Access (53,254 Data Points)
	Skip WSO Academy Waitlist



Show WSO All-Access Details
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WSO All Access



$799 per month




$99 per month



Save 87%




Start now





	Elite Modeling Program (6 Courses)
	Foundations Program (4 Courses)
	Advanced Industry Modeling (10 Courses)
	20+ Course Certifications
	Entry Level Interview Courses
	Advanced Interview Courses
	Interview Database Access (32,543 Questions)
	Salary Database Access (53,254 Data Points)
	Skip WSO Academy Waitlist



Show WSO All-Access Details











WSO All Access



$799 per month


Start now





	Elite Modeling Program (6 Courses)
	Foundations Program (4 Courses)
	Advanced Industry Modeling (10 Courses)
	20+ Course Certifications
	Entry Level Interview Courses
	Advanced Interview Courses
	Interview Database Access (32,543 Questions)
	Salary Database Access (53,254 Data Points)
	Skip WSO Academy Waitlist



Show WSO All-Access Details
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WSO All Access



$497 per month




$49 per month



Save 90%




Start now





	Elite Modeling Program (6 Courses)
	Foundations Program (4 Courses)
	Advanced Industry Modeling (10 Courses)
	20+ Course Certifications
	Entry Level Interview Courses
	Advanced Interview Courses
	Interview Database Access (32,543 Questions)
	Salary Database Access (53,254 Data Points)
	Skip WSO Academy Waitlist



Show WSO All-Access Details











WSO All Access



$497 per month


Start now





	Elite Modeling Program (6 Courses)
	Foundations Program (4 Courses)
	Advanced Industry Modeling (10 Courses)
	20+ Course Certifications
	Entry Level Interview Courses
	Advanced Interview Courses
	Interview Database Access (32,543 Questions)
	Salary Database Access (53,254 Data Points)
	Skip WSO Academy Waitlist



Show WSO All-Access Details
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	Entry level interview courses

		
		Investment Banking Interview Course

	Ace Your IB Interviews (12,435 enrolled).

Includes - 12 Modules - 100+ Lessons - 15+ Hours

 

Broken down into...

1. Technical interview Course

2. Behavioral Interview Course

3. Networking Course

4. Company Database Access with over 30,000+ Interview Questions (16,427 IB interview questions by firm, topic & group) 

	
		Consulting Case Interview Course

	12 Case Studies for your Consulting Interviews (12,435 enrolled).

Includes - 3 Modules - 20+ Lessons - 3+ Hours

 

Broken down into...

1. Consulting Case Interviews

2. Networking Course

3. Company Database Access with over 30,000+ Interview Questions (4865 Consulting interview questions by firm, topic & group) 

	
	WSO Company Database Access

		
		Interview Database Access (32,543 Questions)

		
		Salary Database Access (53,254 Data points)

		
		Company Review Database (11,959 Reviews)

		
	Foundations Program

		
		Excel Modeling

	Master Excel Modeling from Elite Pros

105+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 5+ hours of video lessons

 

This course covers all the Excel tips and tricks you need to know if you want to work in high finance. It is focused primarily on productivity and building the right habits (like quick keys, anchoring, etc) so that you learn how to play the instrument (Excel) the right way the first time around.

	
		PowerPoint Foundations

	Master PowerPoint for Finance from Elite Pros

60+ Lessons, 20+ Exercises, 4+ hours of video lessons

 

This course provides the opportunity to practically apply the knowledge you learn by building out decks from scratch and completing exercises specifically designed for you to gain 2-3x speed.

	
		Accounting Foundations

	Master Accounting from Elite Pros

60+ Lessons, 15+ Exercises, 5+ hours of video lessons

 

This course starts with an overview of the Income Statement, transitions into the Balance Sheet, and finishes with the Statement of Cash Flows. The foundational accounting skills taught in this course ensures that you will have the tools necessary to tackle any Finance job on Wall Street.

	
		Analyzing Financial Reports

	Analyze Financial Reports Like A Pro

35+ Lessons, 1.5+ hours of video lessons

 

In this course, you will be equipped with a comprehensive template designed specifically for organizing the key elements of a 10-K report. This template will serve as a valuable resource to help you present and summarize information efficiently.

	
		Course Certifications

	Get 4 Distinct Course Certifications

After completing each course, all students will be granted a WSO Foundations Certification for that specific course. Use these certificates as a signal to employers that you have the technical skills to immediately add value to your team.

Demonstrate that you have put in the work outside of university courses to make yourself more efficient and master the most critical modeling skills for success in finance careers. Easily share to LinkedIn and other social media sites to strengthen your profile as a candidate.

	
	Elite Modeling Program

		
		VBA Macros in Excel

	Master VBA Macros in Excel from Elite Pros

50+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 3+ hours of video lessons

 

This course covers all the VBA-related tips and tricks you need to know if you want to work in high finance. It is focused primarily on automating repetitive tasks so that you learn to save time and increase your efficiency to the next level.

	
		Financial Statement Modeling Course

	Master Financial Statement Modeling from Elite Pros

70+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 4+ hours of video lessons

 

This course teaches you how to use Excel to create three statement financial models using 10Qs and 10Ks. The three-statement model is the base financial model over which more detailed models are built. You will learn to model the three statements and their accompanying schedules and link them to each other.

	
		DCF Modeling Course

	Master DCF Modeling from Elite Pros

80+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 11+ hours of video lessons

 

The most comprehensive DCF modeling course on the market. You will start with the basics and theory of the DCF before moving to the case study of Nike. In that case, you'll take the 3-statement financial model built in the previous course as the foundation to build a detailed discounted cash flow model. This course is taught by a finance professional with bulge bracket investment banking with private equity experience.

	
		Valuation Modeling Course

	Master Valuation Modeling from Elite Pros

190+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 12+ hours of video lessons

 

You will start with the basics and theory behind precedent transactions and trading comps before moving to a case study on Nike. We will show you step-by-step how to spread trading comps and transaction comps like a pro with real-life filings so that you are ready for any valuation task you face in the real world.

	
		M&A Modeling Course

	Master M&A from Elite Pros

130+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 5+ hours of video lessons

 

By far the most comprehensive M&A modeling course on the market. You will start by understanding the main players in a buyside and sellside M&A transaction. before moving to building your own merger model. We will show you step-by-step how to model acquisitions and dispositions as well as an accretion dilution analysis so that you become a pro in M&A modeling.

	
		LBO Modeling Course

	Master LBO Modeling from Elite Pros

120+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 8+ hours of video lessons

 

By far the most comprehensive LBO modeling course on the market. You will start by understanding the drivers in an LBO transaction. before moving to building your own LBO model. We will show you step-by-step how to build in more complex cases in order to become a pro in LBO modeling for your investment banking or private equity career.

	
		Course Certifications

	Get 6 Distinct Course Certifications

After completing each course, all students will be granted a WSO Modeling Certification for that specific course. Use these certificates as a signal to employers that you have the technical skills to immediately add value to your team.

Demonstrate that you have put in the work outside of university courses to make yourself more efficient and master the most critical modeling skills for success in finance careers. Easily share to LinkedIn and other social media sites to strengthen your profile as a candidate.

	
	Advanced Interview Courses

		
		Private Equity Interview Course

	Ace Your PE Interviews (12,435 enrolled). 

Includes - 7 Modules - 180+ Lessons - 15+ Hours

 

Broken down into...

1. Private Equity Interview Lessons

2. Networking Course

3. Company Database Access with over 30,000+ Interview Questions (10,526 PE interview questions by firm, topic & group) 

	
		Hedge Fund Interview Course

	Ace Your HF Interviews (6,203 enrolled). 

Includes - 7 Modules - 55+ Lessons - 33+ Hours

 

Broken down into...

1. Hedge Fund Interview Lessons

2. Networking Course

3. Company Database Access with over 30,000+ Interview Questions (2568 HF interview questions by firm, topic & group) 

	
	Advanced Industry-Specific Modeling

		
		Private Equity Deals Process Course

	Master Private Equity from Elite Pros

200+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 12+ hours of video lessons

 

This course covers a comprehensive understanding of the entire process involved in auction-based deals, major milestones to go-or-no decisions, and an understanding of the breadth and depth of work required to close a deal in private equity. We will take you through each process and associated deal documents and milestones in detail.

	
		Venture Capital Course

	Master Venture Capital from Elite Pros

200+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 12+ hours of video lessons

 

This course starts by taking you through the history of VC and how funds are structured today. In 17+ modules, we teach you how term sheets are built, incorporating economics, controls, and rights & provisions. The course will also walk through the essentials of due diligence, starting with the basics and ending with advanced concepts such as ARR Builds and Cohort Analysis.

	
		Real Estate Modeling Course

	Master Real Estate Modeling from Elite Practitioners

100+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 5+ hours of video lessons

 

This course is going to be offered in two sections. The first part of the course demonstrates the modeling skills and real estate knowledge expected by top Real Estate Private Equity Funds. The second part of the course is going to be an in-depth dive into how to build complex real estate models from scratch across different asset types and investment strategies.

	
		Corporate Restructuring Course

	Master Restructuring from Elite Practitioners

90+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 5+ hours of video lessons

 

In this course, you will learn how to analyze the causes and consequences of corporate distress, evaluate and model different restructuring options and techniques, and design and implement a successful turnaround plan. You will also gain insights from real-world examples.

	
		13-Week Cash Flow Models

	Master 13-Week Cash Flow Modeling from Elite Pros

45+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 3+ hours of video lessons

 

In this course, you will obtain a fundamental understanding of the cash conversion cycle, learn about some of the most common drivers of business failure, prepare a standard 13-week cash flow model for a company facing insolvency and explore some of the tactics used when leveraging the model to evaluate the cash impact for purposes of developing a proposed turnaround plan incorporating the recommended strategic plan to be implemented.

	
		Oil & Gas Modeling Course

	Master Restructuring from Elite Practitioners

90+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 5+ hours of video lessons

 

In this course, you will learn how to analyze the causes and consequences of corporate distress, evaluate and model different restructuring options and techniques, and design and implement a successful turnaround plan. You will also gain insights from real-world examples.

	
		Investing Analysis Course

	Master Investment Analysis from Elite Practitioners

190+ Lessons, 10+ Exercises, 12+ hours of video lessons

 

In this course, theory meets practice equipping you with essential skills for successful stock picking. Designed for those seeking a practitioner's perspective on the world of finance, we explore real-life examples through case studies.

	
		Advanced Accounting Course

	Master Advanced Accounting from Elite Pros

200+ Lessons, 15+ Exercises, 6+ hours of video lessons

 

In this course, theory meets practice equipping you with essential skills for successful stock picking. Designed for those seeking a practitioner's perspective on the world of finance, we explore real-life examples through case studies.

	
		Python Fundamentals Course

	Master Python Fundamentals from Elite Pros

95+ Lessons, 15+ Exercises, 3+ hours of video lessons

 

Dive into Python basics, Pandas data handling, object-oriented programming, and more. Each lesson features clear video tutorials and practical exercises, ensuring you grasp every concept. Whether you're new to programming or looking to level up, our course provides a clear path to success.

	
		Applied Machine Learning Algos

	Master Applied Machine Learning from Elite Pros

140+ Lessons, 40+ Exercises, 3+ hours of video lessons

 

Dive into data cleaning, regression, and classification algorithms with practical exercises and video lessons. Explore practical exercises and video lessons, including a hands-on business case study. Get ready to boost your skills and unlock new career opportunities!

	
		Power BI Course

	Master Power BI from Elite Practitioners

35+ Lessons, 2+ hours of video lessons

 

This course is designed to make you a Power BI pro. By the end of it, you'll be able to use Microsoft Power BI effectively. You'll learn how to bring data into Power BI, clean it up, manipulate it, and connect various data sources. Then, you'll discover how to turn all that data into useful visualizations and charts. These visual aids will help you make smarter decisions in your company or when working with clients.

	
		SQL for Data Analytics

	Master SQL from Elite Practitioners

	
		Course Certifications

		
	Other Benefits

		
		Skip the WSO Academy Waitlist

		
		24 Months Unlimited Support

	24 months of elite support. Drop a comment in any lesson and get a response from a pro within 48hrs.

	
	Gain access immediately

		Start now

Start now

Start now

Start now
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Course Reviews

Here’s what professionals like you think of the course.












































































































Verified Buyer





Excellent course with numerous tutorial videos and resources.



Excellent course with numerous tutorial videos and resources.
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Verified Buyer





Extremely thorough treatment of LBO modeling



Extremely thorough treatment of LBO modeling (contains 120 lessons, none of the lessons are fluff). I like that they added some useful tips to keep in mind when creating an LBO model in Excel. Unfortunately I am not a finance professional so I can only review this on the basis of a casual learner who was curious about finance. I am not sure how applicable it would be to real world careers but I can definitely say this is a deep introduction for further studying, at the very least.



I am not sure how it compares to other LBO courses in terms of value for money (if there are even other LBO online courses out there), but I do want to emphasize that it is an extremely dense course compared to most other online/MOOC courses so the price (probably) scales accordingly compared to standard online course prices from other services.
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An accessible walk-through LBO modeling with industry instructors.



An accessible walk-through LBO modeling with industry instructors.



Received this as part of a bundle (fantastic value, I might add), and this was the perfect walk through for someone that knows theoretically what an LBO is, but wants a nuts and bolts perspective. Very accessible and quickly brings you up to speed. A very high yield course.
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Verified Buyer





Skills for a career in IB or PE



Great Way to build foundational skills for a career in IB or PE, 10/10 recommend!



FibonacciMan








































































































Verified Buyer





Very good.



Apart from the DCF, most IBs want you to know the LBO model. LBO valuation was in all of our proposals. This course helps you with understanding the landscape and the financial modeling side of things. Very good.
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Verified Buyer





Go from beginner to a pro at Leveraged Buyout Modeling.



This guide has all you need to go from beginner to a pro at Leveraged Buyout Modeling. Really informative and easy to follow. Thanks WSO!






M&A First Year at MM








































































































Verified Buyer





Got me up to speed



As a new joiner to the PE space from strategy and audit, this course got me up to speed on all the considerations that go into modeling for LBOs. It was especially helpful due to the increased PE activity in the current market (low-interest rate, lots of distressed deals due to covid, etc). My boss was extremely happy that I hit the ground running. Thank you WSO team for making such useful courses! I've used their other courses before this and like always, I've never been disappointed.



Nabil H.








































































































Verified Buyer





very effective and helpful



The LBO modeling review was very effective and helpful - there are an abundance of videos to watch and take you through each step of designing an LBO. Think the one of the most beneficial pieces are the handful of case studies provided to practice after the course
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Verified Buyer





The course is straight to the point on the main topics of a LBO model. I do believe that WSO worths a lot.The teacher explain complex topics in a simple way.



The course is straight to the point on the main topics of a LBO model. I do believe that WSO worths a lot. 

The teacher explain complex topics in a simple way.



João Vitor-Morales








































































































Verified Buyer





fully recommend WSO LBO modelling course



As leveraged finance practitioner in BB bank can only fully recommend WSO LBO modelling course to all who needs practical experience of using leveraged finance and understanding model in detail - whether you'e at sells-de or buy-side. Course also comes at great value of money, specifically if you take is as a package with other courses. No brainer.
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FAQ

Answers to popular questions














About














Who are the Instructors?













Top professionals with many years of management consulting experience at the elite firms



























Who is this Course for?













	MBA Students
	Business Undergraduates
	Anyone trying to break into management consulting



























Why enroll in this Course?













	Taught and vetted by actual industry professionals
	Course content continually reviewed and updated
	Prepare to excel across all aspects of management consulting
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ENQUIRIES

Any other questions?
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We’re here to help.



We're confident you'll love the program and happy to answer any questions you have!  E-mail [email protected] at any time and we'll get back to you within a few hours. 








E-mail Us







Enroll now

Enroll now

Enroll now

Enroll now
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